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ABSTRACT

these modern smart homes introduce. In this paper we attempt to
�ll this gap by evaluating seven modern consumer smart homes.
Our intent is not to cast stones at any particular smart home vendor. We seek to illuminate the current design choices in consumer
smart homes and surface the many tensions. We hope our �ndings
will be useful to product developers to re�ne their products, and
the tensions that we identify will help guide future research in this
space.
Much of the prior work on modern smart home devices has been
focused on a particular device, a particular smart home, or a particular component of a smart home (e.g., [7, 15, 22, 23]). In contrast to
studying a speci�c smart home product, we take a broader view and
collectively evaluate seven di�erent smart homes to understand the
di�erent design alternatives and their implications on end users.
We based our evaluation on three prominent themes in smart home
computing: access control, privacy, and automation. Along these
themes, we seek to answer questions such as: How do di�erent
smart homes address access control, accounting for changes in
users’ mobility and context? How do di�erent smart homes handle privacy within a home? How do di�erent smart homes handle
automations?
Contributions. We make three contributions.
(1) We experimentally evaluate seven di�erent, commercially
available consumer smart home platforms, to assess design
similarities and di�erences, and gauge the impact of common
and di�erent design decisions on end users.
(2) Our research surfaces a number of fundamental tensions
between di�erent stakeholder values – including security
and privacy, usability, and reliability.
(3) Driven by these �ndings, we propose technical directions
for both industry and the academic community – directions
that, if pursued, can help provide a foundation for navigating
stakeholder values in the future.

Currently a variety of smart home systems are available from different vendors, who made di�erent designs choices in how these
systems operate, which in turn a�ect end users. A key question
that we consider in this work is how these commercially available
smart home systems di�er in practice, what are the implications
of those di�erences, and whether other design alternatives might
be better. To answer these questions, we systematically evaluate
seven popular smart homes and identify their underlying design
choices around access control, privacy, and automation, and highlight the implications of those design choices for end users. We
surface challenges and tensions for design choices around topics
like security, privacy, usability, automation, and reliability, and we
make design recommendations where possible. Our �ndings lay
the groundwork for future research in this area.
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INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the number and variety of consumer smart home
devices has increased rapidly. The mobile and transient nature of
smart home computing (e.g., occupants come and go in a home,
devices can be controlled via mobile phones when a user is at home
or away, guest users come and go but may wish to control the devices when they are home) raises several design challenges around
topics such as access control, automation, and privacy [1, 5, 6]. It
is unclear what design practices current smart homes follow, how
they address the tensions and challenges raised by past research,
and what new (if any) challenges and implications (for end users)

2

EVALUATION METHOD

In our evaluation, we focused on smart home hubs and not on
individual smart devices, because hubs serve as platforms on which
smart homes are built and they also provide an interface through
which users interact and control their smart home. We chose seven
smart home hubs to evaluate: Amazon Echo, Apple Home, Google
Home, Phillips Hue, SmartThing, Vera, and Wink. To evaluate each
smart home hub, we created separate testbeds that included the
smart home hub, two sensors (a motion sensor and a door sensor),
an actuator (smart power outlet), and a router. We wanted to study
each smart home from the perspectives of three types of users: the
primary user, occupant user who �rst sets up the smart home; the
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secondary user, other occupant users of the smart home; and the
guest user, non-occupant users who may visit the home just for a
few hours or for days. So with each home, we set up three mobile
phones, one for each type of user.
We evaluated the smart homes in a lab setting for a week as
expert end users. Leveraging prior work on how end users use
smart homes [22], we systematically designed our evaluation to
mimic the di�erent stages of smart home usage, and we created
a rubric with instructions for each stage. Speci�cally, the rubric
included instructions for setting up smart home hub, adding and
removing devices, adding and removing users, editing the home
con�guration (e.g., automations to create), and �nally, dismantling
the home. The rubric also included instructions to evaluate access
control mechanisms, test automations, and observe privacy controls
available to end users.
Using the rubric, one researcher conducted the experiments
with all the seven smart homes, and took detailed notes on the
output and state of each smart home during each step in the rubric.
Two researchers analyzed these detailed notes to understand the
design choices and mechanisms around access control, privacy,
and automation in each of the smart homes. We conducted our
experiments in May 2017 and again in September 2018 to check
whether our initial �ndings were still valid after one year (we found
they were).
Threat model. Any malicious actor in the smart home ecosystem
may pose a threat to a smart home user’s security, privacy, or safety.
For example, a malicious device manufacturer or a malicious smart
home app may monitor or control a smart home without the smart
home user’s consent, or in a multi-occupant home a malicious occupant may spy on other occupants. Some actors outside the smart
home ecosystem (e.g., neighbors, guests, remote online adversary)
may also compromise a smart home by gaining physical access or
remote access to one or more devices in the smart home. In this
paper we mainly focus on the security and privacy threats from a
malicious smart home occupant to other occupants and guests in
the smart home.

3

of access and the same view of the smart home, and on the other
end is Vera, which supports four types of users, each with varying
levels of access: administrator (owner privilege), advance (administrator user privileges but cannot add/remove users), basic (advance
user privileges but cannot add/remove automations or scenes), and
noti�cation-only (can only view noti�cations). The other smart
homes we studied fall somewhere on this spectrum. Wink and Apple Home have two levels of access: primary user (who has owner
privileges) and secondary user (who, by default, can operate devices
but cannot add or remove devices or users). Furthermore, in Apple
Home and Wink, the primary user can increase the privileges of
a secondary user, allowing that user to manage devices and users.
Amazon Echo, Google Home, and Philips Hue do not support multiple users. Thus, di�erent smart homes have di�erent approaches
for access control.
Di�erent use of access policies. Smart homes use policies to
control access to use (or operate) devices, add or remove users and
devices, organize devices in scenes or rooms, and add or remove
automations. Generally, in all smart homes, the primary user has the
highest (owner) privileges, but the privileges of the secondary user
di�er among smart homes. In Vera and Wink, the secondary user
cannot add or remove other users but can add or remove devices
and create automations. In SmartThings all users have the same
privileges.
Risk of undermining access policies. To improve usability and
reliability, some smart devices can be con�gured such that they
can be controlled via multiple interfaces. For example, an outdoor
smart camera can be integrated with a voice assistant like Amazon
Echo, such that it can be controlled through the smart home hub
(the default interface) as well as through the voice assistant (an
alternate interface). However, alternate interfaces can undermine
a device’s access control policy (set by the user) if the alternate
interface cannot enforce access control. For instance, in the previous
example, if the voice assistant cannot recognize the user issuing
voice commands, anyone near the voice assistant can control the
outdoor camera, irrespective of the access control policies set for
the camera.
Guest access. The transient nature of guests presents a unique
access control challenge in smart homes – how to easily grant and
control access for guests? As shown in Table 1, di�erent smart
homes have di�erent strategies for guest users. In Wink and Apple
Home, a guest user can be given access to certain devices, whereas
in Vera, a guest user can be given limited access to all the devices.
In Apple Home, guest access can be restricted (based on location)
to only when the guest is at home. In the other smart homes we
tested, once a guest is given access to a smart home device, the
guest can control the device remotely and retains access until it is
revoked. This approach of managing guest access (where the owner
has to grant explicit access and then revoke it) is burdensome for
smart home users.

FINDINGS

We group our �ndings into the three main themes in smart home
computing: access control, privacy, and automation. Table 1 gives
a visual summary of our �ndings.

3.1

Access Control in Smart Homes

Access control is fundamental to any multi-user OS or platform,
including smart homes, and so we studied how di�erent smart
homes handle access control. Overall, we found that di�erent smart
homes have di�erent access control models, which they use to
control occupants’ access to di�erent types of data and resources
in the home; some smart homes attempt to improve usability by
o�ering multiple interfaces to control devices, but this feature can
undermine access control in the smart home.
Di�erent access levels. One prominent di�erence in the smart
homes we studied is the types of users (and the granularity of access controls) that they support. For example, on one end of this
spectrum is SmartThings, which supports only one type of user
as it treats all users in a home equally, giving them the same level

3.2

Privacy

We consider threat to occupants’ privacy from external entities and
from other occupants in the home.
Privacy from external entities: lack of transparency. A smart
home continuously collects data about all its occupants when they
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Property

Ref.

Hub category
Supports multiple users
Access control
Number of user types
Supports guest mode
Supports device level access
Time-based policies
Location-based policies
Privacy
Detects user presence
User owns the data
User can delete data
Data shared between users
Location where data is stored
Automation
Communication model
Provides-test-environment
Sends device unavailable alert
Network resilience
Local processing
Local control

SmartThing

Wink

Apple
Home

Vera

Phillips
Hue

Amazon
Echo

Google
Home

Multi
vendor

Multi
vendor

Multi
vendor

Multi
vendor

Single
vendor

Cloud
only

Cloud
only

2

2

2

4

1

1

1

Unclear
Unclear
Some
Cloud

None
Cloud

Unclear
Unclear
Some
Cloud

Unclear
Unclear
None
Cloud

N/A
Unclear

N/A

Unclear
Unclear
All
Cloud

N/A
Cloud

N/A
Cloud

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

Mixed

[18, 24]

[10]
[12]
[12]
[3]

[17]
[14, 17]
[4, 19]
[9]

[16, 23]
[5]
[6]

Table 1: Smart home comparison; Refs. column lists example prior work we used to derive the corresponding property.
indicates the smart home supports the property;

are home, but also when they are away (through the smartphone
app on their mobile phones). Data captured by smart homes can
reveal occupants’ daily activities and potentially sensitive information about the occupants. We found signi�cant di�erences in
vendors’ approaches in handling users’ smart home data. As shown
in Table 1, Apple Home and Google Home clearly state that data
ownership is with users, and they o�er users an option to delete
their data, but with the other smart homes data ownership policies
are unclear.
Data sharing between users. The smart homes we evaluated
share three types of data between users: user’s location, captured
through the user’s smartphone app (if enabled by the user); automations created by the user; and device activity log. For these data
types, di�erent smart homes o�er sharing preferences. In SmartThings everything (location, automations, and device activity) is
shared with all users; in Vera automation and device activity are
shared with all users; in Wink only device activity is shared; and in
Apple Home only automations are shared between users (and users
can edit each others automations). Furthermore, in Vera, users can
see other users’ automation, but the details vary depending on the
user’s access level.
Side-channel privacy leaks. Device activity log can reveal a
user’s habits and behavior that the other users in the home may

indicates it does not.

not otherwise notice. A smart home’s decision on whether to share
this information readily between users determines how easy (or
di�cult) it will be for a malicious user to track another user, and
this, in turn, may in�uence how people use smart homes. Without
easy access to this information through a smart home, spying on
other users requires intent, skill, and e�ort; with smart home readily providing this information, spying on other users requires only
intent. In addition to device activity logs, unintended private data
sharing – privacy leaks – can happen in other ways. For example,
in SmartThings, we found that a user can determine another user’s
presence at any arbitrary location by misusing the user-presence
feature. SmartThings shows a user’s presence (e.g., at home or away)
based on the location of the user’s phone and the hub’s location.
But any user in the home can change the hub’s location to any
location of interest to check whether other users are present at that
location (e.g., is Bob really at work?).

3.3

Automation

For smart homes to reliably execute automations, they have to be
aware of the state of the devices in the home and they have to be
resilient to network failures [5].
Home state awareness. The communication model between the
hub and the devices determine how quickly a hub would learn of any
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change in its devices. We considered three communication models:
pull (hub periodically polls devices for their status), push (devices
push their status when there is a change), and mixed (combination
of push and pull). An aggressive polling approach can capture
changes in device status quickly, but this approach is expensive in
terms of energy, especially if we expect the battery operated smart
devices to last for years. A push model is energy e�cient but may
lead to an inconsistent view of a home if there are network errors
and the delivery of certain push messages fails. A mixed model
can leverage the energy e�ciency of the push model while using
a relaxed pull strategy to maintain a consistent view of the home
over time. We found that all smart homes have converged to the
mixed communication model.
Network resilience. Much of a smart home’s utility is due to it
being connected to the internet, but network outages do occur, and
therefore, a smart home should be resilient to network failures. We
argue that in the event of a network outage smart homes should
provide a minimum level of service, which includes supporting
devices and services necessary to keep the home in a safe state. For
instance, even in the event of a network outage, occupants should
be able to turn on smart lights, a smart thermostat should operate
normally and not accidentally leave the home in an undesired state –
as it happened during the recent outage due to the widespread DDoS
attack [20] – and smart door locks should still operate so people
can enter or leave the home. We therefore tested smart homes
for their support for local processing, i.e., whether the smart home
can process automations and communicate with devices without
internet access, and local control, i.e., whether a user can control the
smart home without internet access. Overall, we found that smart
homes are converging towards a local processing and local control
design – a good design choice for a reliable smart home experience,
even in the event of a network outage.
Broken automations. Automations can fail because of several
reasons such as malfunction of the input (trigger) device, malfunction of the output (actuator) device, or a network failure. We tested
how smart homes handle failures in automations due to the unavailability (malfunction) of the trigger device or the actuator device.
Speci�cally, we investigated whether a smart home sends an alert
to users when a device becomes unavailable, which is important
because the failed device could be a trigger or an actuator for an important automation. In our experiments, none of the smart homes
alerted their users if a device became unavailable (Table 1). When
a device was unavailable, the device appeared as “unavailable” or
“inactive” on the status dashboard of all the smart homes, but users
were not noti�ed of the device failure or the a�ected automation.
We also tested how smart homes report execution of an automation when the automation is triggered but the actuator device is
unavailable to complete the automation. In Vera, if the actuator
was not responsive, the automation status was shown as failed,
but in SmartThings and Philips Hue the automation was shown
(incorrectly) as successful. Apple Home did not show status or log
of previously run automation, so users would not be aware of the
failed automation.

DISCUSSION

Informed by our understanding of current smart homes, we surface
the social implications of current smart homes around access control and privacy in a home, the usability challenges of automation,
and the tension between current approaches to address interoperability and reliability in smart homes.

4.1

Access Control

If access control in a smart home is not designed carefully, it could
give one occupant more control and power over the devices in the
home, compared to other occupants, which could a�ect interpersonal relationship in the home [24]. This raises an important design
question: Should all occupants have equal access to the smart home?
In non-smart homes, Johnson and Stajano argue that access policies
for devices generally follow what they call the ‘Big Stick’ principle,
which states whoever has physical access to a device is allowed to
control that device [10]. Extending this principle to smart homes
implies that an occupant should have at least the operate level of
access for the devices in the same room. But this principle may not
always apply, e.g., parents may not want their kids to access the
smart TV during study time [18].
Tension: Current approaches to access control. The smart homes
we tested used di�erent access control models. SmartThings gave
equal access privileges to all users, whereas Apple Home and Wink
allowed for device-based access (i.e., primary user can grant other
users access to certain devices). Vera provided more of a role-based
access model, where the primary user de�nes roles for all other
users, and access for each role is set by Vera. Between these two approaches (letting users decide for themselves vs. system enforcing
equal access) it is not clear which one would be a better approach
for a home setting. The equal-access-for-all approach (used by
SmartThings) is simple and easy-to-understand for users, but does
not support access control use cases like parental control or guest
access, whereas the other approach (used by Apple Home, Vera,
and Wink) supports some access control use cases but gives more
power to the primary user.
Recommendation: Location-based access policy for guests.
When a guest leaves, if their access is not revoked promptly, they
can remotely access the devices in the home. The smart home owner
may forget to promptly revoke a guest’s access or may hesitate to
do so, for fear that it might appear rude to remove access as soon
as the guest leaves the home. If an owner does remember to revoke
a guest’s access, when the guest visits again, the guest would need
to be granted access again. A location-based access policy, similar
to what Apple Home provides, that leverages guests’ mobile phone
to determine their location could grant guests access to devices
only when they are present in the home. Such context-based access
control policy could simplify access control for guest users, by
automatically limiting their access only when they are at home.

4.2

Privacy

The privacy implications of a smart home are not limited to the
individuals who are registered users of the smart home but also
extend to all the smart home occupants as well as guests that visit
the home.
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guidelines for building ubiquitous systems [11], privacy-aware architectures for building smart home apps [8], and privacy-aware
analysis algorithms [13], but there is need for e�ective solutions to
reduce this tension and for mechanisms that enable users to make
informed trade-o�s.

Recommendation: Reduce privacy leaks via side-channels.
In a smart home, data is shared between users, and depending on
how it is shared, privacy leaks may happen. For instance, consider
device activity logs, which can help users understand their own
behavioral patterns. If, however, the device activity log reveals device usage pattern of a particular user, that user could feel being
watched. For example, in a shared smart home apartment, roommates may prefer if their trips to bathroom were not logged. Such
privacy risks can be reduced by anonymizing device activity logs,
storing activity logs only for a short period of time, or maybe for
some devices the smart home could provide a “do not log” option.
Another example of privacy leak via side-channels is the misuse
of the user-presence feature in SmarthThings. In our experiments,
SmartThings shared users’ presence status (determined by the location of the user’s phone) in the home with other users. Some may
�nd location sharing convenient to let their family know when
they arrived home, or to create automations based on their location; others may see it as an invasion of privacy. There is a need to
design a usable permission model for location sharing that gives
users more control over who can access and use their location.
Tension: Guest privacy. We usually think about privacy of home
occupants from visiting guests, but what about the privacy of guests
from smart home occupants? Consider guests who are staying for a
few days (or longer) while the smart home occupants are away on a
vacation; or consider an Airbnb host who rents his/her smart home
to visitors. In this case, should the smart home owner have remote
access to the smart home while it is occupied by a guest? And,
how should the smart home owner retain ownership privileges but
without invading the guest’s privacy? Disabling remote access to
the smart home disables owner’s remote access, but also disables the
guest’s remote access, which the guest may not want. So selectively
disabling remote access for certain users may be desirable for such
situations.
Tension: Utility vs. privacy with continuous sensing. Some
smart devices, with their continuous sensing, can provide a lot of
utility to users, but depending on where the data is stored, who has
access to the data, and what that data is used for, there can be serious privacy implications for smart home occupants. For example,
smart meters can provide users their detailed energy consumption
and grid companies use this information to ultimately improve
their service to the users, but this data can also be used to infer
information about the appliances in the home and their use, and
also users’ activities in general. Smart assistants like the Amazon
Echo or Google Home are always listening to readily respond to
users’ commands, and companies may store all the recorded audio
to improve their service, but this data can also be used to infer
information such as identifying the number of people in a room,
guessing a user’s mood (happy, stressed, depressed), or building
a model of the user’s speech; users of smart assistants may not
be aware of these implications. And similarly, smart cameras (e.g.,
baby monitors, security cameras) record video and provide users
with relevant noti�cations (e.g., baby woke up, a trespasser caught
on camera), but companies may store the video, which can have
serious privacy implications for the people captured in the videos.
Some prior approaches to this problem span high-level privacy

4.3

Automations and Interoperability

When users create automations, they may not necessarily be aware
of failure cases, particularly failure of the trigger device or the
actuator device.
Recommendation: Ask for post-failure actions. When a user
creates an automation, asking the user what the smart home should
do when the automation fails may serve two goals: i) educating
the user by informing that the automation could fail – something
the user may not be aware of – and the system could o�er some
information on how that automation could fail; and ii) increasing
user con�dence in the smart home’s reliability, by educating the
user and giving her more control [23].
Recommendation: Detect possible failures. To detect failures
in an automation, a smart home should know the status of the
input trigger device and of the output actuator device. In our tests,
all the smart homes were aware of the status of all their devices.
So, current smart homes could easily detect a device that becomes
unavailable and identify the a�ected automations. However, identifying all the a�ected automations may not be trivial if there are
automations that dependent on other automations. For example, if
an automation, say Q, is dependent on the successful execution of
another automation P, but if P’s trigger device becomes unavailable and P fails, should the smart home also mark Q as a failed
automations and run Q’s post-failure action? The correct choice is
not obvious. Thus, implementing failure detection and noti�cation
would require careful design.
Tension: Interoperability at the expense of reliability. Interoperability between smart home devices and smart home hubs is
one of the main challenge for smart homes [6]. To deal with this
challenge, some device vendors are choosing the cloud approach,
where a device and the hub communicate through the cloud even
when the device and the hub are on the same local network and
could communicate directly (locally). This cloud approach allows
vendors to make their devices compatible with di�erent smart home
hubs, available now and in near future, but this same approach also
increases network dependency and introduces additional privacy
concerns, as the smart home data may reside in multiple servers.
Thus, although interoperability can be addressed by integrating in
the cloud, this approach introduces new privacy risks and makes
smart homes less resilient to network failures.

5

RELATED WORK

Much of the prior work on modern smart home devices has been
focused on individual IoT devices or individual smart homes. For
example, Yang et al. conducted a user-experience study with people
living with Nest smart thermostat, and found that participants
had di�culty understanding how the system worked, which lead
to reduced interaction with the thermostat [23]. In 2013, Ur et
al. conducted access control cases studies of three smart home
products [21], and one of their devices was Philips Hue, which we
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also used in our evaluation and we found similar access control
issues with Philips Hue. Woo and Lim conducted a 3-week study
with participants using DIY smart homes and they identi�ed six
stages of DIY-usage [22]; their stages are similar to the phases we
used in our evaluation. And more recently, Fernandes et al. analyzed
security of SmartApps in emerging smart homes [7], and Alrawi et
al. analyzed the security of various IoT devices [2].
In contrast with these previous works with particular smart home
products, we take a broader approach and study seven di�erent
smart homes. Through such a collective analysis we can learn the
similarities and di�erences in the design choices that smart home
vendors make, we can identify past research recommendations that
are being used (or not being used) in current smart home products,
which can help guide future research.
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CONCLUSION

In smart home computing, the mobility of the users, the changing
context and needs, and the continuous sensing in the home, raise
several design challenges. In this paper, we systematically studied
seven popular, commercially available consumer smart homes, to
compare their design choices around access control, privacy, and
automation, and to understand how these smart homes handle
certain edge cases (e.g., broken automations). We found, for example, that smart homes are converging on design choices related to
smart home’s reliability (e.g., local processing and local control),
but that their approaches for access control and privacy are di�erent; that access control and data sharing policies in some smart
homes could enable occupants to spy on other occupants; and that
alternate modes of interaction (e.g., voice-controlled devices) add
convenience but could undermine access control policies in the
smart home. From our evaluation of these design points and failure
cases, we surface key issues around access control and privacy, the
usability challenges of automation, and tensions between interoperability and reliability. These lessons and design alternatives
can help inform future research and next-generation smart home
technologies.
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